
I Fear Therefore I Must 
 

The darkness of the forest shadows covered every path. 
The beady eyes of nature's creatures shined an eerie wrath. 

My ears were pierced with the echoes of the woodland howls, 
And the smell of my trepidation was leaking from my bowels. 

Do I creep cautiously through this nightmare where the light of stars is shunned, 
Or turn my heart towards that of coward and find where I'd begun? 

I thought of all that stands against me and all I have to fear, 
Then I realized that faith would lead my steps and hope was at my rear. 

And with a heart of valor, forward I thrust in trust; 
For my soul lives by the motto of, "I fear therefore I must." 

 
I peered from atop the cliff seeing all the jagged daggers. 

I heard the essence of many men who reached this point and staggered. 
At the peak of the mountain’s edge I saw the rapids rage below, 

And like the rocks within the current's flow; my courage did erode. 
Dare I challenge this wall of terror where a slip could make my fait, 

Or find a path with simple steps where a lesser challenge waits? 
I thought of all that stands against me and all I have to fear, 

Then I realized that faith would lead my steps and hope was at my rear. 
And with a heart of valor, forward I thrust in trust; 

For my soul lives by the motto of, "I fear therefore I must." 
 

Daily our walk is hindered by the challenges that lay ahead, 
And many a times we find ourselves dealing with thoughts of dread. 

In these times our minds remind us of the terrors within the task, 
And our soul of souls compels us to contemplate and ask: 

Do I take on this obstacle and show all that I am bold, 
Or do I play the coward's hand and under pressure fold? 

When you think of all that stands against you and all you have to fear, 
Realize that faith will lead your steps and hope is at your rear. 

And with a heart of valor, forward thrust in trust, 
And have your soul live out the motto of, "I fear therefore I must." 
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